
GOLF CLUB MILANO
11th october 2017 

- FORMAT -



PRO AM
“TOUR SCRAMBLE & USE YOUR PRO”

•  Format: “Tour Scramble & Use Your Pro”, 3 Amateurs and 1 Professional.

•  18 holes stroke play - amateurs will receive 3/4 handicap allowance up to a maximum of 
18 strokes for male amateurs and 24 strokes for female amateurs.

•  The net aggregate team score in relation to par will count at each hole (i.e. ALL 4 scores 
in the team can count). Each player however will have “par as their friend” (i.e. The worst 
score any player can have on a hole is a net par so to contribute to the team score a player 
must score a net birdie or better). 
Total scoring will be in relation to par. (i.e. 3 net birdies and one net bogey on a hole = -3 
(3 under) as the team score). The team with the lowest NET aggregate score in relation to 
par will win.

TOUR SCRAMBLE 

1. The professional will select the **best tee shot of the whole team on all holes 
 (including par 3’s).
2. All 3 amateurs then play their second shot from this position.
3. If the selected tee shot is the professional’s tee shot he will play from here as well,  
 if not he will play from where his tee shot finished. (I.e. The professional will always  
 get to play his own ball).
4. After the second shots, (this could be a putt on a par 3), each player continues and 
 completes the hole with his own ball.

** NB.  In the event of a hole-in-one, only the player who records the hole-in-one can return 
this score for the hole and the next best tee shot of his/her team will be selected as the tee 
shot from where the remaining team members will play their second shots.

(If the selected tee shot which is on the putting green all players to place their ball within 
one scorecard’s length of the position of the selected tee shot, not nearer the hole.
Anywhere else on the course, all players to place their ball within one club’s length of the 
position of the selected tee shot, not nearer the hole). 

USE YOUR PRO

1. Once during the tournament every amateur can ask their pro to play one shot for them.
2. They can ask him to play any shot. The pro should play the shot unless there is a risk 
 for himself or for his equipment.

NO INDIVIDUAL PRICE FOR THE PROS. 
N.B. AS SOON AS A PLAYER CANNOT CONTRIBUTE WITH A NET BIRDIE OR BETTER, 
HE/SHE SHOULD PICK UP.


